2 Networks with SC 10 4
In addition to networks generated with SC 10 5 and 10 6 , we also analyze networks that are produced with a total SC of 10 4 . The analysis is not included in the main text for two reasons. First, we find that in general, the effects of SC on network metrics can be sufficiently explained by the results from networks with SC 10 5 and 10 6 . Secondly, with SC 10 4 , networks are significantly undersampled, resulting in a high percentage of networks being disconnected. Table S1 : Percentage of networks with disconnected nodes at each atlas scale. At higher atlas scales, such as Scale 125 and Scale 250, significant percentages of networks generated with SC 10 4 have disconnected nodes. The high percentages indicate that a SC setting of 10 4 is too low to reconstruct enough neuronal connections at such atlas spatial resolutions. Table S1 shows that the percentages of subjects with disconnected nodes are significantly higher when the total streamline count is only 10 4 . SC 10 4 appears to be sufficient for Scale 33 and Scale 60, but insufficient at Scale 125 and Scale 250.
Disconnected Networks

Network Metrics
The effect of SC on network metric distributions as shown by altering SC between 10 5 and 10 6 predicts well of how SC 10 4 would affect the metric distributions. We follow the same notation scheme for the box-and-whisker plots as shown in the main text. Figure S1 shows that the networks produced with SC 10 4 is more sparse than networks produced with other tractography settings. Unweighted assortativity is not affected as strongly by streamline count as by dilation setting. Scale 33 still stands out in both unweighted and weighted assortativity.
The weighted assortativity with SC 10 4 and D0 shows a slightly different distribution compared to networks produced with other tractography settings. Although the majority of the networks still fall in the -0.05 to 0.05 range, thare are more outlier networks that fall outside of the range.
Unweighted modularity shows a stable trend, which tends to be influenced by network density. Weighted modularity shows the same trend revealed by networks with SC 10 5 and 10 6 . Namely, SC does not have a big influence on weighted modularity. Yet, grey matter dilation tends to lower the weighted modularity.
Networks with SC 10 4 reveal a slightly different trend in both unweighted and weighted clustering coefficients. SC 10 4 is the only case where, across all scales, dilation does not increase the value of unweighted clustering coefficients. Recall that the mean network density for networks with SC 10 4 and D0 at Scale 33 is roughly 0.25. There are several tractography settings that result in a mean network density below 0.25. Namely, SC 10 4 D0 at Scale 60, SC 10 4 D0 and SC 10 5 D0 at Scale 125, and SC 10 4 D0, SC 10 5 D0, and SC 10 6 D0 at Scale 250. Figure S2e shows that for these tractography settings, applying dilation leads to decreased unweighted clustering coefficients. Given that dilation always increases network density, we deduce that when the network density is lower than ≈ 0.25, applying dilation leads to a tree like structure development in the networks, where more nodes are connected, but the neighbors of nodes are not connected.
For weighted clustering coefficient, an increase in SC always raises the coefficients. For dilation, it again appears that low density networks have a decrease in weighted clustering coefficient when dilation is applied, but there is not a clear cut off density as shown in unweighted clustering coefficient.
Scale 33
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Scale 125 SC 10 6 D2 Figure S1 : Network density population distributions with varying atlas resolution, dilation, and streamline count. We follow the same notation as shown in Figure 1 , with the addition of population distributions produced with SC 10 4 D0 and SC 10 5 D2. As expected, networks produced with SC 10 4 show a lower network density. f Figure S2 : Population distributions for unweighted and weighted graph metrics with varying atlas resolution, streamline count, and dilation settings. The box-and-whisker plots follow the same notation as used in Figure 4 , with the additional distributions correspond to SC 10 4 D0 and SC 10 4 D2. Unweighted and weighted assortativity, and weighted modularity distributions are not affected by streamline count strongly. Unweighted modularity is affected by SC which is related to density changes caused by SC changes. In Figure S2e -S2f, the additional distributions of SC 10 4 reveal an interesting correlation between network density and how dilation affects clustering coefficient. The detailed discussion is included in Section 3.2 of Supporting Information. Table S2 : Linear correlation coefficients, r, for unweighted graph metric rank consistency using varying SC settings (fixed atlas resolution at Scale 60, and fixed dilation at D2). The correlation coefficients are derived from the same procedure described in Figure 5 and Table 3 . Individual ranks are affected the least in modularity population distributions. In contrast, assortativity and clustering coefficient ranks are noticeably affected by streamline count. Table 4 shows that in the range of SC 10 5 and 10 6 , SC does not affect the individual ranks in the population distributions of network metrics significantly. In contrast, Table S2 shows that the ranks of networks produced with SC 10 4 do not have high correlations with their ranks when the SC is increased to 10 5 or 10 6 . For example, Figure S2a shows that SC changes do not cause changes in the overall population distributions of unweighted assortativity. Yet, Table S2 shows that the ranks of individuals in the unweighted assortativity distributions are altered when SC is increased from 10 4 to 10 5 or 10 6 .
Individual Ranks
The changes in individual ranks may not be ideal since it shows that, in comparison to other subjects, an individual's structural network could be characterized drastically differently when the streamline sampling rate is altered. Recall that at Scale 125, SC 10 4 starts to show signs of severe undersampling, as indicated by the relatively high percentage of disconnected subjects in the population. Considering the issue with undersampling and changes in network metric ranks, these results indicate that even at Scale 60 (129 nodes), it may be preferable to use a SC of ≈ 10 5 , which is roughly 10 times higher than the minimum number of edges required to guarantee a fully connected network. Finding the fundamental cause of the changes in network metric ranks when SC is increased from 10 4 is beyond the scope of this study and is of interest of future research.
